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function addRemoveFilter (fId) {
   filters = toggleFilter(fId);
   url = createUrl(server, filters);
   $.ajax({
      url: url,
      success: updateStationData
   });
}
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simplified and modified example from chevronwithtechron.com
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Event Races



Event Races
Zheng et al., 2011 
Petrov et al., 2012 
Raychev et al., 2013 
Hong et al., 2014 
Jensen et al., 2015 
Mutlu et al., 2015 
Wang et al., 2016 
Zhang & Wang, 2017 
Adamsen et al., 2017a, 2017b  



detecting harmful races 
reducing benign warnings 
providing helpful reports 

performance and practicality 
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1. Generating event graphs

2. Testing potential conflicts
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12 web applications, 20 pages
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*Raychev et al. OOPSLA’13
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usefulness
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common developer practices



https://github.com/cs-au-dk/ajaxracer
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